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Why?
• Hundreds of papers published each year
• Some of them inevitably contain mistakes, errors, typos, …
• All errors, big or small, deserve to be known by everyone
• To avoid their spread in other works
• To avoid teaching wrong results
• To allow people to find appropriate solutions
• To learn from them and not reproduce them later

• Errors can be of very different types and/or level of importance
• Completely wrong result
• Wrong proof but correct result
• Wrong use of a previous work
• Assumptions that are are incorrect or not stated
• Simple typos
• …
• We need solutions to reference all of them, irrespective of their
type, impact or importance

How do we handle it today?

Conference / Journal
• Long process
è what do we do in the mean time?
• Not all errata have enough contribution for a
journal/conference (e.g., correction of a typo)

Everyone should
care

“Who cares !?”

ERRATA

Personal webpage
• Maybe Google will reference it… or not
è lost in the internet

Where do I
publish it?

periods, both test are incomparable, as we will show in our
simulations.
Baker and Cirinei later modiﬁed Theorem 3 in [5], trying
to integrate it with techniques described in [15], [16].
Anyway, simulations by the same authors show that the
comparison with the BAK test is not favorable in the EDF
case. We will therefore avoid to describe the EDF test derived
in [5].
C. BAR
Somewhat similar techniques have been applied by
Baruah in [6], deriving the following condition1.

As part of another work
• You must be lucky to
find it

Theorem 4 (BAR from [6]). A task set τ is schedulable
with global EDF if, for all τk ∈ τ and all
0 ≤ Ak ≤

CΣ − Dk (m − Utot ) +

!

τi ∈τ (Ti

− Di )Ui + mCk

m − Utot

,

In short

• Centralised repository

What it is not

• Free access
• Anyone can submit (authors of the original paper or not)
• No copyright transfer
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A dynamic forum
where people can
• Comment
• Propose solutions
• Point toward
papers solving the
issue
• Point toward other
impacted work

1 Review process
• Check correctness
• Check understandability
Should be light and fast
• Most submissions should be
only a few pages long
Should contact the authors of the
original paper if they are not aware yet
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Ik′ (τi ) + Ikǫ < m(Ak + Dk − Ck ),
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The authors proved that the above EDF-schedulability test
(i) is sustainable and (ii) has a processor speedup bound of
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being CΣ the sum of the (m − 1) largest execution times
among all tasks.
When Utot < m, the above condition can be checked in
pseudo-polynomial time.
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≃ 2.62 as m → ∞.

E. BCL
Bertogna et al. presented in [15] a schedulability test
with polynomial complexity, bounding, for each task τk , the
interfering workload that can be produced in the scheduling
window [rkj , rkj + Dk ] of a generic job Jkj . This test has been
later improved in [17], presenting an iterative procedure that
allows tightening the estimation of the interfering workload,
exploiting the information on the slack of each tasks. We
hereafter describe this procedure (BCL).
lb
• The slack Sk of each task is initialized to zero.
• Then, for each task τk , the following expression is
computed
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢1 "
.⎥
(6)
min Iik , Dk −Ck +1 ⎦ ,
Dk − Ck − ⎣
m
i̸=k

D. LOAD
A different category of EDF-schedulability tests is based
on the computation of the LOAD of a task set, deﬁned as
!
τi ∈τ DBF i (t)
LOAD = max
.
(4)
t
t

Fisher et al. showed in [21] that it is sufﬁcient to evaluate
the maximum in the RHS of Equation (4) over each point
{Dj + kTj | k ∈ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ n} until the least common
multiple of all task periods. In the same paper, they show
as well methods to further reduce the number of points
to consider. However, the complexity of such methods is
still exponential in the worst-case. To decrease the overall
complexity, polynomial and pseudo-polynomial algorithms

with

1
2
. .
- . Dk
Iik =
Ci + min Ci , Dk mod Ti − Silb 0 ,
Ti
(7)
If the returned value is > Sklb , it is assigned to Sklb ;
if instead it is < 0, τk is marked as ”potentially not
schedulable”.
• If no task has been marked as potentially not schedulable, the task set is declared schedulable. Otherwise,
the previous step is repeated.
• If during the last round no slack has been updated,
the iteration stops and the task set is declared not
schedulable.
The complexity of the procedure depends on the number of iterations, each one having complexity O(n2 ). A
rough upper bound on the total number of iterations is

• It is not a place for public-shaming
• It is not an indexed journal, neither does it replace them
• Authors should not be rewarded for publishing errors
• People should not make a business of publishing short errata only
• It is not tied to a single journal/conference
• To ensure independence and not be accused of favouring errata of
papers published somewhere else
• To keep it centralised

What it is
• A place to spread knowledge and make things right
• A place where people can find open problems and propose solutions
• A single place, easy to find where errata are listed and freely accessible
• A place where people can easily check if a problem was referenced for a
given paper
• A place where documents can be updated and where version consistency is
ensured (there should be a clear mark-up of the version number)
• A tool complementary to conferences/journals
• Authors keep the copyrights
è they can submit a longer version with for instance a solution to the
problem spotted, to a journal/conference later or at the same time
• A place where anyone can submit and help the community

How can you help?

Get in touch

• Share your experience, ideas, views, opinions with us
• If you know existing or better solutions, let everyone know
• What can go wrong?
• What can be improved?
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Theorem 5 (LOAD from [9]). A task set τ is schedulable
with global EDF if

it is

with

1 In the original paper, Inequality (3) is not strict. However, we found
that this would underestimate the case in which there are exactly m tasks
interfering for more than (Ak + Dk − Ck ). To preserve the correctness of
the test, we restated the test using a strict inequality.

What do we propose?

are proposed to compute an approximated estimation of the
load within a given margin of error. For a complete survey
on how to efﬁciently check load-based conditions, see [20].
Different load load-based sufﬁcient schedulability tests
for EDF have been proposed in [22], [8], [7]. In [9], the
following result due to Baker and Baruah is shown to
dominate the previous load-based conditions.

µ
⌈µ⌉−1
(5)
LOAD ≤ max{µ − λmax , (⌈µ⌉ − 1) − λmax },
.
where µ = m − (m − 1)λmax , and λxmax is the sum of the
(⌈x⌉ − 1) largest densities among all tasks.
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